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LeechLeech

This is one pattern that you do not always want to tie in the smooth textbook style that 
professionals can render into any fl y. When using the pattern to emulate cased caddis, one 
would do well to leave guard hairs intact, sticking out at all angles and the body as
cobbly as some naturals. On the other hand, when emulating crane fl ies, which the pattern 
does well, pick out the guard hairs and introduce segmentation with some wraps of silver 
wire.
But didn’t we just call this creation a leech? Yes, we did, but our greatest successes have 
come when representing species other than the original’s intent, and that’s why I included it 
in my top fi fty picks.
I once fi shed Saskatchewan’s Lady Lake when summer doldrums had seized anything 
smaller than the tiny tiger tout implants pressing minnows against the coontail edges. 
Nothing moved, but sonar persistently revealed occasional passing fi sh on the bottom in 22 
feet of water. After lowering a Beaver Leech and moving it around areas of specifi c activity, 
it dawned on me that springs in the lake basin had laid a colder layer of oxygenated water 
along the bottom, where the trout took cased caddis in a comfortable environment. The 
fi rst and second 20-inch+ denizen confi rmed my hypothesis. The trip went from a dog-day 
blowout to a technical success and gave me new perspective on the strange leech pattern. 
A few years later the Beaver Leech was still the fl y of choice when approaching Lady. Now 
we add a bead head, weight it appropriately, and twist it along the bottom in its inverted 
position—as a cased caddis. But it also becomes crane fl y larvae simply by picking guard 
hairs and segmentation. 
Or, if one so chooses, one can use it to represent a leech!






